Spectro-temporal feature extraction and multi-band processing were both invented with the goal of increasing the robustness of speech recognisers. However, although these methods have been in use for a long time now, and they are evidently compatible, few attempts have been made to combine them. This is why here we investigate the combination of multi-band processing with the use of spectro-temporal Gabor filters. First, based on the TIMIT corpus, we optimise their meta-parameters like the overlap, and the number of bands. Then we verify the cross-corpus viability of our multiband processing approach on the Aurora-4 corpus. Lastly, we combine our method with the recently proposed channel dropout method. Our results show that this combination not only leads to lower error rates than those got using either multi-band processing or channel dropout, but these results compare favourably to those recently reported for the clean training scenario on the Aurora-4 corpus.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the steady progress made in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), computer systems have only recently approached Human Speech Recognition (HSR) performance [1, 2] , and clearly fall behind when noise is introduced [3, 4, 5, 6] . This motivated researchers to develop a closer collaboration between the two areas [7, 8, 9, 10] , leading to the advent of methods that seek to improve ASR performance based on an analysis of auditory processing.
In this study we combine two of these methods in an attempt to create a system that is more robust to additive noise. We do so without presuming any knowledge about the type of noise the trained model would encounter. Thus here we examine the noise robustness of models that were trained exclusively on clean speech. Spectro-temporal processing is one technique used in our combination. It was motivated by experiments confirming the sensitivity of auditory neurons to localised spectrotemporal modulation in grassfrogs [11] as well as in other animals [12, 13] . Later, experiments also indicated that auditory processing works with spectro-temporal patterns, rather than performing steps of spectral and temporal filtering consecutively [14] . Another motivation for this method was purely practical: unlike in spectrally global analysis techniques, like MFCC, in spectro-temporal processing a band-limited noise does not contaminate all the features [15] . These results lead to the idea of spectro-temporal processing [16] , which seeks to capture spectro-temporal modulations in speech by processing it using filters that are localised in both the time domain and the frequency-domain. One popular spectrotemporal processing method is extracting spectro-temporal features from speech by applying the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D DCT) on localised patches of its spectral representation [15, 17] . Another common method for spectro-temporal processing is the application of the real part of Gabor filters (a product of a two-dimensional Gaussian and an oriented sinusoid) on patches of the spectrogram [18] . In an earlier study [19] we experimented with both methods concerning multi-band processing. Our results on the TIMIT corpus indicated that Gabor filters are more suitable in the given framework for the task of ASR than 2D DCT coefficients. Because of this, in this study we will carry out our experiments using a set of Gabor filters (see Fig. 1 ) introduced by Kovács et al. in 2015 [20] . Multi-band processing was also motivated by auditory processing, and the pursuit of noise-robust ASR [21, 22, 23] . In this paradigm the input is decomposed into separate bands, which are then processed independently (this usually entails a partial recognition being performed [22, 24, 25, 26] ). Then, to produce an overall recognition result, information from the separate bands is recombined. Thus two key issues in multiband speech processing are the method used for separating the input into separate bands, and the method used for combining the information from these bands. Several methods exist for addressing the latter issue, from simple fixed linear combinations [22, 24] to sophisticated methods that try to dynamically assess the reliability of the bands [21, 23, 27, 28, 29] , including neural nets [30, 31] . As this straightforward solution proved to be successful in our earlier experiments [19] , here we applied deep neural nets (DNNs) for this task, without performing any explicit reliability assessment for the bands. Regarding the formation of bands we should mention that spectro-temporal processing already provides us with an answer to this issue. When processing our input with spectrotemporal feature extraction methods (e.g. Gabor filters), in each time-interval we get our features from various frequency ranges. Hence, by separating the features based on the frequency range they originate from, they naturally form separate bands (see Fig. 2 ).
Here, following our earlier study [19] , we examine the combination of multi-band processing and spectro-temporal feature extraction with Gabor filters for improved noiserobustness of ASR. In our investigation of the combined process, we examine the effect of various parameters on the recognition results, like the overlap of the bands and the number of bands used. We also investigate another approach of multi-stream processing, where each stream is formed using features from all but one band. Then, we combine the best performing method with channel dropout [32] , which drops a random number of bands during the training of the recombinational net, preventing it from relying too much on certain bands.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

TIMIT corpus
Despite its relatively small size, the TIMIT corpus [33] still has an important role in testing new ideas, as improvements achieved on it can be scaled up to larger corpora [34] . When using it, we followed the standard partitioning, namely the train set of 3696 sentences, the core test set of 192 sentences, and the remaining sentences taken from the full test set as the development set. To create a phoneme recogniser, we used a HMM/ANN hybrid and a simple bigram language model. The labels here were 858 triphone tri-state phoneme models that had been collapsed into 39 categories for evaluation, as has become the standard [35] .
As our main goal was to evaluate the noise robustness of our models (trained by using just clean speech), we also evaluated them on the noise contaminated versions of the core test set we created using the FaNT tool [36] . For this, we created bandlimited noise by filtering white noise with a bandpass filter active between 3 kHz and 5 kHz. We also used three noise samples from the NOISEX-92 database [37] , namely babble noise, volvo noise, and the factory-1 noise sample.
Aurora-4 corpus
We also evaluated our proposed methods on the Aurora-4 corpus [38] . This database contains two training sets, namely the clean set and the multi-condition set, both consisting of 7138 utterances. As our whole concept is based on the assumption that we have no noisy training data, and our goal was to create a noise-robust model under these conditions, here we just use the clean training set, consisting of clean data collected from the Sennheiser microphone. The test set of Aurora-4 consists of 4620 utterances, with a subset recorded using a Sennheiser close-talking microphone, and a subset recorded using a set of secondary microphones. Both of these subsets contain a clean subset and a subset consisting of the noise-corrupted versions of the same utterances. The final subsets are called test set A (clean recordings with the Sennheiser microphone), set B (noise-corrupted version of set A), set C (clean recordings with secondary microphones), and set D (noise-corrupted version of set C).
When working with the Aurora-4 corpus we first used Kaldi's [39] recipe to train a HMM/GMM model. We then performed forced alignment with this model, and utilised the acquired 1997 frame-level context-dependent state labels as training targets for our in-house DNN implementantion. We trained these DNNs with backpropagation using the framelevel cross-entropy error function. A random 10% of the training set was held out as the development set used for early stopping. Decoding was performed with Kaldi, using the standard tri-gram language model and the 5k word vocabulary.
Time-frequency processing
As the initial time-frequency representation we chose the logmel scaled spectrogram with 45 channels that we computed with the HTK Toolkit [40] using 400 samples (25 ms) per frame at 160 sample (10 ms) hops, and applying a 1024-point FFT on the frames. Next, each sentence was normalised so as to give a zero mean and unit variance.
Band formation
We applied our set of Gabor filters on the resulting spectrograms to acquire spectro-temporal features. Then we calculated the ∆ and ∆∆ coefficients for each of these features, and separated the resulting features into sets based on the requirements of the current method. This process had three important parameters, namely:
• Multi-band or Leave-1-band-out: As an alternative to multi-band processing, where each band classifier has access to features from just one band, similar classifiers can be used in a way where each one has access to features from all but one band.
• Overlap of filters: In our earlier experiments [17, 20] we applied Gabor filters on the spectral representation with an overlap of 55%. Here, we validate whether this is indeed beneficial in the multi-band framework.
• Number of bands: When applying Gabor filters with no overlap, features originate from five separate positions in the frequency domain, defining five bands. However, when applying Gabor filters with a 55% overlap, we get features from ten positions in the frequency domain. Thus we can separate them into five equal bands as we did earlier (by grouping together features from different positions), but we can also separate them into ten bands. We will examine which setting is more advantageous based on our results on the TIMIT corpus. 
Band classifier
To process the individual bands, we employed time delay neural nets [41] extended with sub-sampling [42] (see Fig. 3 ), the meta-parameters of which were based on findings of our earlier experiments [43, 44] 1 . Here, the input is first processed by a smaller layer at 5 positions, using subsampling with a gap of 3 frames. This layer is depicted in Fig. 3 as five sub-layers, as it takes its input from five positions, and the dimensionality of its output is five times its size. This layer is followed by traditional fully connected hidden layers with rectifier units. This is followed by a bottleneck layer providing the input for the recombinational net (its size is given in such a way that the number of inputs for the recombinational net is always 200). In this layer the neurons apply a linear activation function, as with a rectifier activation function many input features of the subsequent neural net had a value of zero for all examples from the training set. Lastly, we had an output layer with 858 (TIMIT) or 1997 (Aurora-4) softmax neurons.
Recombinational network
For the combination of information from separate bands we used simple fully connected Deep Rectifier Neural Nets (DRNs) with three hidden layers, each containing a thousand neurons. The output layer contained 858 (TIMIT) or 1997 (Aurora-4) softmax neurons (more details on the parameters of the neural nets can be found in tables 1 and 4). For each method we trained 10 such networks in our experiments, and reported their average performance. 
EXPERIMENTS ON THE TIMIT CORPUS
Here, based on their phoneme recognition accuracy scores on the TIMIT corpus, we compare three different approaches, namely the Feature reCombination approach (FC), where spectro-temporal features are concatenated, and treated as one band; the Multi-Band (MB) approach, where each band is processed separately, and the Leave-1-out approach (L1), where from each stream only one band is excluded. To present the best available baseline, for the FC approach we evaluated both the band classifier and the recombinational network, and reported the lower error rates of the two.
Experiments with no overlap
The results are listed in Table 2 . We observe that in clean speech both the MB and L1 approaches significantly outperform the baseline. We can see the same results in band-limited noise, which is hardly surprising, given that one motivation behind the use of multi-band processing was its supposed robustness to this specific noise type. What is of more interest is the performance with real-life noise. Here, on average the MB framework's performance is significantly better than that of the two other methods.
Experiments with overlap
When examining the results of applying the same methods attained with overlapping filters (methods FC, L1, and MB in Table 2 ), we observe that the overlap we used in the extraction of spectro-temporal features was beneficial in both clean speech and speech contaminated with real-life noise types. When comparing the results of these three methods with each other, we can see that the MB approach performs the best in both clean speech, and noise contaminated speech (regardless of whether the noise was artificial or real-life).
In the case of the L1 and the MB approaches it is also interesting to see, how the error rates change when using 10 bands instead of the 5 we used previously. We observe in the rightmost columns of Table 2 that in the Leave-1-out approach using 10 bands in most cases leads to higher error rates. The opposite is true for the multi-band approach, where in most cases this change decreases the error rates obtained, and in many of these cases this decrease is significant. Overall we can say that in noise contaminated speech the results got with the MB-10 approach were significantly better (or at least not significantly worse) than results got with any other approach used. For clean speech the MB approach performed significantly better than the FC and the Leave-1-out schemes. 
Comparison with earlier results
Meta-parameters of the recombinational network (i.e. number of neighbouring frames used, and phoneme insertion penalty) so far were also based on our earlier studies [43, 44] . This was sufficient when the aim was simply to compare the results of our methods with each other. However, when comparing our results with those reported by other studies, it is reasonable that we should optimise these meta-parameters as well. Because of this, we used the development set of the TIMIT corpus to optimise the number of neighbouring frames used in our MB-10 settings, as well as the phoneme insertion penalty applied during the decoding phase. We found that the best results can be obtained using 13 neighbouring frames, and a phoneme insertion penalty of -0.5. We will refer to this setting as the MB-10++ approach. We also evaluated this approach using the various noise-contaminated versions of the core test set, and compared the resulting scores with results found in the literature for the same noise types that we used in our experiments here.
As not many researchers have published results on noise contaminated versions of the TIMIT corpus (especially with the particular noise types and signal to noise ratios we used in our study), we chose two bases of comparisons here. One was the joint-training framework of [43] , where the neurons implementing spectro-temporal filtering in the framework were initialised based on the same set of Gabor filters we applied here. The other basis of comparison was our earlier study on the combination of multi-band processing and Gabor filters [19] . The results reported in these studies are listed in Table 3 , along with the results we got using the optimised version of the MB-10 approach (MB-10++). We observe here that both for the clean speech and for the speech contaminated with each kind of noise, the approach published here provided significantly better results than those reported earlier. 
EXPERIMENTS ON THE AURORA-4 CORPUS
We set out to repeat experiments using the best performing baseline (FC + overlap), and the best performing multi-band setup (MB-10++). Our early experiments on Aurora-4, however, revealed that in the FC setup the band classification net performs significantly better than the recombinational net.
Because of this, we first compared the results of this network with those produced by a modified version of MB-10 (MB-10-) that more closely matches the band classifier net of FC regarding context size and total number of parameters used. For this we modified the MB-10 setup by decreasing the number of neurons in its band classifier nets, and the number of neighbouring frames used in its recombinatonal net. Then, to evaluate how well the method can perform without these constraints, we doubled the number of neurons in the layers of the band classifiers, and returned to the use of 13 neighbouring frames in the recombinational net. The results of these experiments are listed in Table 5 . We observe that the multi-band setup with the fewer parameters (MB-10-) already provides an overall 17% relative error rate reduction over our baseline (FC) . And when examining the results broken down into the four subsets, we see that this approach significantly improves the results in 3 out of 4 subsets. And while with FC we get slightly lower error rates on test set A, after increasing the number of parameters in the multi-band framework we can match this performance, while further improving the performance on all other test sets. Once again, these improvements were significant with p < 0.005. Earlier, Kovács et al. [32] introduced channel dropout, a method based on input-dropout that drops out entire frequency bands during training, resulting in a network that is more robust to noise. It is apparent that this method can also be applied here in the training of our recombinational nets. By dropping out inputs resulting from certain band classifiers we expect that this would prevent the neural net model trained to rely heavily on a few preferred bands. In order to apply this method here, we first introduced an additional layer (with 2000 neurons) into the recombinatonal net, which is divided equally into 10 sublayers (each sublayer containing 200 neurons), where each sublayer processes the input from one band classifier net. We implemented the channel dropout method by applying the input dropout on the inputs of these sublayers. We should mention here that as the added layer is not fully connected, and while its addition increases the number of neurons in the network, the number of connections decrease, hence the number of trainable parameters in the network does not actually increase. We first trained ten neural nets using this architecture without channel dropout, and then trained ten more, but using the same meta-parameters for channel dropout (in each batch dropping out a maximum of 6 channels with a probability of 60%) that had been used in [32] . The results of these experiments are listed in Table 6 . Interestingly, by simply adding an extra layer where different bands are processed separately, we managed to significantly reduce the overall error rates, and also reduce the error rate on 3 out of the 4 subsets (two of these improvements being significant), while only slightly increasing the error rate in clean speech.
Furthermore, when we applied the channel dropout with the preset parameters, we managed to attain a further relative error rate reduction of 6% overall, leading to a relative error rate reduction compared with the original setting (i.e. with no additional layer) of 8%. And although there was again a slight increase in the error rates got for clean speech, in all other settings the improvement in the recognition scores was significant. Next, when compared with our baseline, we got an overall error rate reduction of more than 26%. Table 7 . Comparison of our best result with some recent results given in the literature for Aurora-4, using the clean training set. Method WER CNN with FBANK features [45] 28.9% DNN with exemplar-based enhancement [46] 26.8% CNN with channel dropout [32] 26.8% CNN with data augmentation [47] 25.6% GMM with auditory spectral enhancement [48] 25.5% TDNN with Gabor filters, multi-band processing, 25.0% and channel dropout Lastly, we compare our results with those found in the literature for the same task (i.e. evaluation on the Aurora-4 when the models were trained on the clean training set, using no noise samples). As can be seen in Table 7 , our method is competitive with most of the recently published solutions. We would also like to state, that while the channel dropout method already provided competitive results in itself, when combined with multi-band processing, we managed to improve its score by more than 6%. What is more, our method presented here outperformed the data agumentation method, which is an improved version of the original channel dropout method.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Here, we investigated several approaches for the combination of multi-band processing and spectro-temporal feature extraction using Gabor filters. Our experiments on the TIMIT corpus confirmed the benefits of multi-band processing. Using the results of these experiments we also found that having overlapping bands can also increase the accuracy of our framework, and increasing the number of bands had the same effect. We also examined an alternative approach to multiband processing, where instead of training separate classifiers for each band, we train separate classifiers for ensembles that consist of all but one band. We found that while in some cases it can lead to an improvement over the baseline case of processing all features from all bands together, these improvements are less marked than those that can be achieved using the other alternative examined here. Experiments on the Aurora-4 corpus again confirmed the utility of the multiband approach, and showed that when combined with channel dropout, it can produce competitive results.
In the future we would like to extend our experiments to other spectral representations (like the Power Normalised Spectrogram), and other speech corpora. We would also like to experiment with different structures for the recombinational neural net.
